Karlinyah Bidi
Experience the Northern Beaches
5.9km one way, approximately 2-3 hours

1 Little Armstrong Bay – Protected and peaceful, it is a snorkeler's paradise.
2 Catherine Bay – Enjoy sweeping views of Catherine Bay and watch for pied oystercatchers at the water’s edge.
3 City of York – Learn about the shipwreck and then take in the serrated reef that was the cause of such destruction.
4 Ricey Beach – The seasonal access from City of York to Ricey is a taste of Rottnest at its most rugged. Take care!!
5 Stark Bay – One of the most spectacular beaches on the Island. Follow the water’s edge along to Rocky Bay. How many different types of terns can you see on this beach?
6 Rocky Bay – At Narrow Neck you can continue your journey to the West End, or head back along the southern coast along the Wardan Nara Bidi!

Rottnest Island is a walker's paradise with many coastal headlands, inland lakes and both natural and man-made attractions to explore. Your safety in natural environments is our concern, but your responsibility. Please stick to the designated walk trails to stay safe.

Leave no trace.
Please help us to reduce our ecological footprint, be considerate of the environment.

Let the osprey guide your way.